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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Baby and child-specific products with gentle formulation see strong demand
Consumers face inflationary pressures in 2023
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Consumer prioritise affordability to reduce living costs
Mainstream products dominate body wash/shower gel but solid products gain in popularity
Growth in bath additives supported by trends in self-care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Bath and shower projected to grow over the forecast period
Growing demand for products in non-plastic packaging
Consumer habitual use of hand sanitisers continues over the forecast period
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Growing demand for colour cosmetics with skin care benefits
MECCA expands retail footprint in New Zealand
Multi-functional colour cosmetics becomes increasingly popular

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Colour cosmetics projected to grow over the forecast period
New Zealand’s Environmental Protection Authority proposes to ban forever chemicals from colour cosmetics
New modern slavery act improves transparency in colour cosmetics
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Deodorants in New Zealand

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Rising living costs drives demand for affordable products
Reducing plastic waste in packaging a key focus for deodorants
Product efficacy a priority for consumers in deodorants

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Deodorants continue to see steady demand over the forecast period
Growing demand for aluminium-free natural deodorants
Mainstream brands remain dominant in deodorants
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Depilatories in New Zealand

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Consumers prioritise affordability with rising living costs
Mainstream hair removal products dominate the depilatories category
Dominance of mainstream brands hinders entry of new brands

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Depilatories to continue to see steady demand over the forecast period
Brands offer eco-friendly options for sustainable shoppers
Product efficacy to remain a key priority over the forecast period
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Table 51 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: Value 2018-2023
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Fragrances in New Zealand

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Rising living costs impacts demand for fragrances
Unisex fragrance continues to gain popularity
New MECCA store features extended fragrance section

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Premium fragrance projected to grow over the forecast period
New product launches generate interest through scarcity
Prevalence of natural fragrances likely to remain low over the forecast period
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**Hair Care in New Zealand**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Rising living costs supports demand for value products  
Sustainable hair care products continue to see growing demand  
New Therapeutic Products Act (2023) impacts hair care products

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Hair care to continue to see positive growth over the forecast period  
Solid shampoo bars set to become increasingly popular  
Consumers look to replicate salon experience at home

**CATEGORY DATA**
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**Men's Grooming in New Zealand**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Mainstream brands’ dominance creates high barrier to entry  
Opportunity for growth in men’s skin care  
Male consumers prioritise efficacy and ease of use

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Men's skin care projected to grow over the forecast period  
Mainstream brands expected to remain dominant in men's deodorants  
Mainstream brands expected to remain dominant in men's shaving products
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Mainstream brands dominate oral care
Colgate launches new range of products featuring Bluey to strengthen positioning as household brand
Health and wellness trends drive demand for natural products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Oral care staples to continue to see steady demand over the forecast period
Demand for sustainable products drives growth in solid toothpaste
New Therapeutic Products Act impacts oral care products

Skincare in New Zealand

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

New product launches in skin care feature live probiotic
Opportunity to meet demand for simpler skin care routines
New Therapeutic Products Act impacts skin care products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Anti-ageing products will continue to drive growth over the forecast period
Starfish collagen, a sustainable ingredient for skin care
New modern slavery act improves transparency in skin care
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Usage rate of sunscreen remains low in New Zealand
New Therapeutic Products Act (2023) replaces Sunscreen (Product Safety Standard) Act 2022
Affordable mainstream brands saw positive growth

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Sun care projected to grow over the forecast period
Anti-ageing trend to support growth in sun protection
Affordability limits growth in baby and child specific sun care

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Rising living costs limit growth in premium beauty and personal care
Consumers prioritise sustainability in beauty and personal care
MECCA new store opening drives growth in premium beauty and personal care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Skin care and fragrances to drive growth over the forecast period
Heightened environment awareness will influence new product development
Health and wellness trends to remain prevalent
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Rising cost of living benefits mainstream brands with strong value proposition
Sustainable products become increasingly prevalent
Price sensitive shoppers turn to discount pharmacies and supermarkets

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Mainstream brands to remain dominant over forecast period
Consumers continue to prefer products with high efficacy
Sustainable shoppers drive trends in new product launches
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